Introduction

“Grief and yearning” were the cause of death, wrote Hugo von François in 1896. At the time von François was a colonial soldier serving in the Schutztruppe (literally protective troops) in German Southwest Africa (modern-day Namibia). He continued describing how “due to its lonesomeness, the animal repeatedly escaped to the coast” and eventually killed itself.1 Hugo’s older brother Curt, who happened to be the colony’s first commissioner, had purchased the camel stallion on the Canary island of Tenerife seven years earlier. Technically, this was not even a camel (Camelus ferus); it was a dromedary (Camelus dromedarius), a well-adapted animal with only one hump, longer limbs, padded feet for desert travel, and shorter hair meant to deal with warmer climates. Since these mammals can withstand severe dehydration, drink quickly, and deal with heat and dust storms, their import into a colonial possession defined by aridity made sense. Once purchased, workers had dragged the frightened creature onto a steamer to the colony, unloading the animal in the nearby British enclave Walvis Bay. With few natural harbors along a rugged and dangerous coastline, the Germans still relied on their competitor’s landing structures. Logistical problems did not end there. The high sand dunes of the Namib Desert, one of the oldest landscapes in the world, as well as waterless lands virtually shielded the interior of Germany’s first colony from newcomers. Although colonialists soon planned for technological solutions, in the 1880s treks venturing inland still relied on ox wagons. Maybe, so some hoped, camels would change such dependencies. German commissioner Curt von François at least felt confident that this animal transfer might simplify the situation in Germany’s first colony. He thus spent an astonishing 7,000 Marks on the relocation of just one camel.² Sadly enough, this first, lonesome animal got homesick, “longing for the land of its heart,”³ as Hugo von François wrote. It ran away to the coast several times, drowning at one point once the ocean current got ahold of it. Maybe it felt mistreated. As a herd animal it likely also sought company. Camel friends did not arrive until July 1891, when the colonial government imported another ten animals—two stallions and eight mares. When it came to revolutionizing transportation that animal relocation made no difference. For one,
these desert ships had a hard time scaling the steep sand dunes of the Namib Desert. Plus, German handlers had no idea how to work with them. Camels demand expertise and experience. And they need patient handlers. Neither was present in Southwest Africa. Instead, soldiers got irritated and annoyed. The camels, on the other hand, denied cooperation: they simply refused to get up, screamed vigorously, and bit their handlers, or just tried to brush riders off by making use of low-hanging branches. Dreams of quickly scaling the desert, of reaching the opportunities found behind the dunes, lingered for some time. In the end, however, those fantasies quickly vanished like desert mirages.

This study analyzes environmental factors and logistics in the creation of the settler colony German Southwest Africa (1884–1915). The infamous Benguela Current, a treacherous coastline, and the Namib Desert kept the interior off European minds and maps for centuries. On the other side of that borderland, few local groups found ways to sustain life in inhospitable desert landscapes and along dangerous ocean coasts. By the late eighteenth century, however, the commodification of resources, soon followed by the tentacles of aggressive global market capitalism, extended into this space. Demand for whale oil, seal skins, and guano resulted in booms and busts along a newly forming commodity frontier as Europeans and Americans plundered the coastline. African societies initially gained from interactions with outsiders. In the long run, however, all kinds of newcomers, be they missionaries, traders, miners, explorers, or whatever, introduced early imperial structures. The British declared ownership of the most prominent landing spot, Walvis Bay. In 1883, German businessman Adolf Lüderitz then laid claim to the area the Portuguese had called Angra Pequena, the Little Bay. Known by the 1890s as Lüderitzbucht, next to Walvis Bay it remains the only other natural harbor in modern-day Namibia. Officially under the protection of the German Imperial government by August 1884, its two bays provided an initial access point into the Second Reich’s first and soon most important colonial possession: German Southwest Africa. Yet Germany had been a latecomer to the many Scrambles for Africa, picking up left over crumbs of a cake that other colonial powers had sampled but left aside. In this context that meant difficult entry into the colony, problems crossing the Namib Desert, and widespread aridity. All of these logistical problems added to already mounting pressures when it came to the making of permanent settlements understood as German Lebensraum (living space) for a crowded homeland.

Nature and culture are key for understanding the dynamic process at play in this creation of German Southwest Africa. Instead of separating both realms and emphasizing Western-centric technological cultures in the fight against outdated natures, this study employs historian Emmanuel Kreike’s concept of environmental infrastructure. In his view, environmental infrastructure is “neither fully Nature (thence the anthropocentric infrastructure) nor entirely
an artifact of Culture (thence the qualifier *environmental*)." Instead, such structures constitute “a coproduction of human ingenuity and labor on the one hand and nonhuman actors (animals, insects, microbes, and plants) and forces (physical, chemical) on the other.” Apart from emphasizing processes and outcomes, this framework also highlights muddled messes of human and non-human agencies. The focus on what Kreike calls environmental “infra-structuring” or “environing” in his view “advances understanding of the process of environmental change, highlighting the pluralistic and differentiated character of the agency, motivations, and mechanics involved.” For German Southwest Africa, environing offers the analytical space to incorporate technological, human, and animal engineering while acknowledging messy hierarchies, complex entanglements, and multiple agencies. For one, human agents mattered in Southwest Africa. African inhabitants had long lived in, and impacted, the region. Later, “the impact of (Western) markets and commodification,” to follow Kreike, was a “form of human agency that dramatically shaped the environment.” Such demands initially drove whaling, sealing, and guano mining (later copper and diamond mining), and in that process shaped colonial encounters with coastline and hinterland. Over time human ingenuity and knowledge fashioned the creation of landing structures, railways, and irrigation systems meant to access and sustain a colony designed for Germans. The construction of the Mole in Swakopmund, a concrete pier reaching into ocean waters as well as railways scaling deserts underscores the role of technology that has long defined understandings of German imperialism in the region. The exploitation of contract, migrant, and forced labor to build and maintain such structures was essential, and Germans employed discriminatory policies, everyday colonial violence, and genocide to use African bodies meant to compensate for the failures of existing structures. Second, non-human agents including natural forces mattered. The Benguela Current and the Namib Desert created a borderland that shaped environmental infrastructure. Plus, flash floods impacted landing structures and railways while aridity constituted more than a backdrop for those trying to settle the land. Non-human agents such as *Rinderpest* (cattle plague) pathogens disrupted transportation and reshaped power structures; that pandemic also resulted in the resurrection of animal transfers. Or take the naval shipworm, a chewing mollusk whose appetite destabilized wooden structures in Germany’s entrepôts. In that sense, human factors (ingenuity, labor) and non-human factors (physical environment, biological agents) defined the making of the colony.

The framework of environmental infrastructure provides avenues for exposing colonial narratives. Part of a broader Western discourse, contemporaries and scholars long tied discussions to investment, improvement, progress, rationalization, modernization, development, and technology. Distance-diminishing technologies including roads, bridges, railroads, telegraphs, to
borrow James C. Scott’s term, or the process of *Erschliessung* (opening-up) in the German context, has thus seen a good amount of scholarly attention. Of course, motivations and overall objectives were by no means homogenous. In German Southwest Africa, at least, schizophrenic and ever-changing visions regarding the colony’s future, maybe even fantasies, collided throughout this timeframe. Still, contemporary proponents of German colonialism largely agreed on the need for easy access, the solution of the water question, and the creation of sustainable settlements for Germans. Engineers thus oversaw the construction of a new harbor in Swakopmund; they also built railways inland. Hydrologists meanwhile pushed for comprehensive irrigation projects meant to transform arid and hostile landscapes into homesteads based on cattle farming and agriculture. Setbacks and failures, which scholars have seen as feeding vulnerability, became part of their colonial narratives. That deeply rooted European storyline orbited around the struggle against nature, that conquest and transformation of wastelands into productive spaces. More so in empire, and as outlined by historian Corey Ross, “The European claim to mastery over nature was a central legitimatory prop of modern imperialism—one that not only resonated with contemporary notions of racial hierarchy and societal evolution, but that also nourished a belief in the right, even duty, of Europeans to govern those who were less capable of controlling the world around them.”

In German Southwest Africa, hydrology engineer Friedrich Ortloff, who was responsible for the construction of a harbor in Swakopmund, saw his efforts as a battle against the onslaught of the ocean. Failures or unintended consequences resulted in brief reevaluations but rarely challenged self-perceptions of technological advancements. Insistence and willpower, maybe even stubbornness, were the name of Germany’s colonial strategy when battling flash floods, diseases or a wood-eating mollusk. Progress, after all, understood as the mastery of nature, always lay just around the corner. Scuffles against nature gave meaning and strengthened overall *Deutschtum* (Germandom), and for German settlers, who saw landscapes transformed in their favor in the long run, such heroic tales help them developed a frontier spirit and Southwestern identity.

A focus on environmental infrastructure also further contextualizes and complicates discussions of colonial violence, including war and genocide. Meant to underscore the intimate entanglements between development and destruction in the making of the German Southwest Africa, this approach accentuates logistics beyond German agencies. Of course access and water mattered for anyone living in the region. For the German vision of the colony, it was central, as was a dependent labor force meant to sustain German living spaces. The *Rinderpest* pandemic assisted in the German creation of a settler colony. Although it disrupted transport to the interior, this pathogen destroyed the livelihoods of the Herero in Central Namibia, forcing them into dependencies grounded in exploitative and discriminatory labor relations. In
addition, the pandemic pressured stakeholders in Berlin to invest in the construction of a railway. All of that brought more settlers into the region. Those newcomers then took over land and water, reshaping existing environmental infrastructure into restricted setups meant to sustain a white settler colony grounded in everyday violence. A major rebellion became the last resort for Herero and later Nama; a subsequent war and German genocide then became the basis for the creation of white settler living space. The war was a complex affair defined by emergent brutalization. Environmental infrastructure as an instrument of war and resistance shaped these processes. African forced labor compensated for failing structures meant to sustain the war effort; precolonial structures sustained opposition beyond the official end of the war. Labor laws later ensured Africans stood in cold ocean waters to build jetties, laid railway ties across arid landscapes, dug wells for German farmers, and crawled over hot desert sands searching for diamonds. In that sense, and in line with scholarship aiming to see the global without ignoring the local, environmental infrastructure making up settler colonialism entailed the destruction and containment of African societies.

A study focusing on the creation of German Southwest Africa as the Second Reich’s first and only settler colony, the multiple and entangled agencies involved in that process, and the consequences of such efforts thereby has four objectives. For one, paying attention to nature’s agency within German Southwest Africa muddles existing storylines. Geography, environment, or nature more broadly, mattered. The Benguela Current, a lack of natural harbors, and the Namib Desert defined interactions and structures within this space well before the Germans arrived; a lack of water further shaped dynamics throughout the colonial period. Plus, non-human agents influenced human behaviors and the other way around. Whales, seals, and bird droppings pulled Europeans to the coastline in the first place. The disruption and destruction of animal habitats and lives, and subsequent migration or extinction, later molded encounters. The Rinderpest challenged logistics and destroyed African livelihoods while the cravings of the naval shipworm made additional investments a necessity. In that sense, nature mattered—as did human actions. Maybe historian Bernhard Gissibl put it best when writing in a similar context, “Animal action and behavior influenced and determined what humans did (and vice versa). In that relational processual, and compounded sense, animals did have agency.” Imperialism effectively enlarged “the spatial scale of such entanglements and broaden[ed] the cast of actors,” to build on Ross’s work. This study thus remains distinctly human-centered or anthropocentric, yet messy with its unresolvable tensions and inseparable mixtures of agencies.

At the same time, and as the second main point, human views of nature and the stories we tell ourselves can teach us much about contemporary mentalities and identities. In an effort to question and deconstruct settler narratives,
this volume primarily focuses on German tales of conquest. Whereas African narratives and experiences are central to any discussion of environmental infrastructure in the region, the use of that framework is meant to disrupt descriptions of dramatic episodes staged or sold as the conquest of nature. Epic battles between culture and nature, future and past, West and rest, advanced and uncivilized made wonderful tales for Germans; yet those stories must be contextualized, complicated, and contradicted. As outlined by historian Christo Botha when it comes to Namibian environmental history, the appreciation that dynamics during the colonial period were “pervaded by European perceptions of toil and battle to tame a hostile landscape” are central to make sense of these times. Again and again the Germans portrayed colonialism as a struggle between man and nature, that played out in different acts or episodes. Such stories defined the long nineteenth century, Europe’s age of conquest and progress. Take the German tale of the Deichgraf (Dyke master), the infamous main protagonist of writer Theodor Storm’s Der Schimmelreiter (The Rider on the White Horse). First published in 1888, the main character took on the forces of nature when hoping to claim and protect the land from the North Sea. Contemporaries framed efforts to construct landing structures along similar lines and wrote extensively about such “fights.” For them, nature acted when they wrestled against ocean waters or battled with desert sands that constantly covered railway tracks amid the Namib Desert. At times, they also fought against non-human actors, such as the pathogens of Rinderpest or a small ocean termite that persisted in eating away at wooden landing structures. For some, even the struggle against a resisting or just existing local population became part of this war. Views of the indigenous populations as Naturvölker, a term that literally translates to nature people as thereby distinct from Kulturvölker, cultured people such as the Germans, at times justified destruction. Everyday violence, even the annihilation of African societies, seemed part of a larger natural transformation process grounded in Social Darwinism. Exposing and disrupting such storylines, by giving agency to multiple actors, is thereby essential when hoping to paint a complex and nuanced picture of the German colonial project in Southwest Africa.

Third, a framework aimed at bridging divisions between culture and nature draws attention to the overall German belief in technology, progress, and the rule of experts; it also underscores that colonists questioned if not dismissed local indigenous expertise and labor. In Southwest Africa it had been missionaries such as Gotthilf Büttner or Johannes Olpp that originally helped frame imperial fantasies; later it became explorers such as Gerhard Rohlfs, botanist Hans Schinz, or individuals like geographer Karl Dove, that pointed to future transformations of the colony rooted in infrastructure. The François brothers both wrote extensively about the colony early on and tried their hand at animal transfers. In that sense, officials called for engineers who were “driven
by an optimistic belief in progress” and trusted “that they could transfer the concepts of maximum efficiency and productivity from the mechanical world to the organic world,” to follow one historian writing about nineteenth-century Prussia. In Southwest Africa, German expert building officer Friedrich Ortloff supervised the construction of a concrete pier in Swakopmund; hydrology engineer Theodor Rehbock and engineer Alexander Kuhn outlined ways to solve the water question. Animal engineering, maybe best personified by expert epidemiologist Robert Koch, followed similar trajectories. At times outspoken farmers such as Albert and Gustav Voigts, Carl Schlettwein, and Ferdinand Gessert clashed with these “outsiders.” In their view, they themselves had worked the land and could thus claim real expertise. All of those “experts,” including a handful of “German women for empire,” as historian Lora Wildenthal has called them, were pitted against supposedly stubborn and backward African societies and inhabitants. In line with historian James Scott’s critique of “imperial and hegemonic planning mentality that excludes the necessary role of local knowledge and know-how,” few Germans cared about existing indigenized African knowledge and expertise regarding landscapes, water, and other resources. Such know-how only existed elsewhere, like when the Germans eventually hired expert camel handlers from Northern Africa. That attitude, of course, is part of a Western-centric global and colonial network, as German newcomers in Southwest Africa “considered themselves uniquely qualified as guardians of an undeveloped arid country and took pride in their scientific innovations and economic achievements,” to follow Botha. Simultaneously, the long-discussed laboratory of modernity was much more fluid and complicated than we tend to believe. German hydrologists, for instance, were part of a multilayered global network, visiting sites in neighboring South Africa, listening to the complaints of local farmers in Southwest Africa, and learning from irrigation schemes in the American West and Australia; they also inadvertently incorporated indigenous knowledge while trying to accommodate for German folk traditions such as dowsing. Multidirectional entanglements and overlaps regarding the transfer of technology was hence defined by multiple centers and peripheries, and repeatedly shaped by everyday life and local environmental circumstances. Meanwhile African labor, repeatedly pushed to the margins in popular discussions that argue that the end justifies the means, fell to the wayside. Kru men from West Africa served as landing experts to sustain the colony; Herero, Nama, and Ovambo labor built landing structures, railways, and dug wells. Their know-how, contributions, and voices mattered greatly in the creation of Southwest Africa, a space never meant for them.

Finally, a discussion of environmental infrastructure provides a framework of analysis when thinking about connections between conquest, transformation, and destruction. Death and development go hand in hand in Southwest
Africa. Newcomers disrupted ecological systems when slaughtering whales, seals, and other animals; they introduced new species when bringing along the naval shipworm. Whereas animals adapted, migrated, or perished, humans within those spaces faced similar fates. Try, fail, and try again was the German mantra in many circumstances, and some hesitation before judging with the benefit of hindsight is beneficial. Nonetheless, in German Southwest Africa, and in colonial settings in general, improvements were never intended for Africans. Instead, transformations included by default the subjugation, exploitation, and at times also the virtual annihilation of Herero, Nama, and other local societies. According to understandings at the time, lands were unoccupied or unutilized, and in need of German infrastructure. Everyday violence against nature and some of its people, even genocide, became an essential ingredient in this transformation of nature. Although the colonial state rarely had total control, and various forms of resistance remained widespread, improvisation of colonial authorities within frontier environments remained devastating for the local population. Difficulties accessing the interior of the colony, for example, required railways crossing desert landscapes. Colonial narratives point to engineering marvels and a successful conquest and transformation of nature; in reality, it was the labor of namely Herero, Nama, Damara, and San that allowed for such, at best, temporary mastery of an arid terrain. Environmental infrastructure, created for white upper-class settlers, was thus deeply intertwined with the back-breaking labor and the destruction of a black proletariat.

Weaving together different scholarly works helps drive the narrative. In line with discourses situated “at the intersection between imperial history, environmental history and history of technology,” Environing Empire pushes New Imperial and Global History beyond considerations of connectivity and mobility. Thanks to scholarly publications concentrating on Germany’s first and arguably most important colony, such an attempt has become feasible. In many ways historians Horst Drechsler and Helmut Bley initiated critical discussions in the 1960s. The latter already described well-known patterns of military conquest and settler colonialism although he noted that there were only “minor differences to be expected from the geography.” Since then, scholars have acknowledged existing challenges grounded in geography and the environment, explored the disconnect between imperial imaginations and realities, and discussed what historian Jürgen Zimmerer once titled “infrastructural inadequacies.” An array of case studies tied to conquest and cultivation, conservation, commodification, afforestation, the Rinderpest pandemic, and war also offer a plethora of vantage points. Recent and forthcoming works meant to re-center labor and laborers in Namibian history provides avenues for moving beyond existing paradigms as well. Inquiries around Siedlungskolonialismus (settler colonialism), Lebensraum (living space), genocide, and settler identities, at times overshadowed by discussions focusing on continuities within...
German history, have generated lots of interest. Essential when engaging with Namibian history have been studies focusing on indigenous populations that have long shaped and reshaped environmental infrastructure. Thanks to the work of many experts it has thus been possible to step outside colonial and national premises by looking for “evidence in the raw materials of other disciplines,” be it archeology and anthropology, geography, biology, or ecology.

The incorporation of previously overlooked materials, along with a fresh take on long utilized sources, sustain this study. With an emphasis on the German period, Environing Empire relies in large part on colonial archival records. As historian Lorena Rizzo recently put it, “we are well advised to keep in mind that German colonial ideas and hopes of total conquest and control of the African population remained a fantasy.” After all, she continues, “The South West African territory was simply too extensive, and the government lacked the resources in funds and personnel to achieve its proclaimed aims. Likewise, colonised subjects—while undoubtedly suffering under a repressive regime—kept finding ways of resisting and evading the grip of the state and its executive institutions, such as the police.” Subjective perceptions of colonizers, their dreams of the empire, are useful to capture understandings of nature from that perspective. German officials, settlers, and all kinds of experts left behind treasure chests filled with heroic legends, imperial fantasies, and at times unexpected downfalls. Personal files, official reports, and colorful sketches give insight into the colonial gaze while technical magazines give a sense of expert views. Previously snubbed materials of technocrats in particular, as well as materials describing environmental forces and animal agents, are front and center. Diaries, travel accounts, and newspapers supplement that narrative and can help us understand the messiness of underlying agencies and consequences once questioning heroic colonial storylines and reading against the grain. Landscape photographs, for example, often constructed empty spaces to justify imperial control and indigenous displacement; the positioning of infrastructure within such snapshots can also serve as evidence, especially because colonists displayed trophy-like showmanship of conquered natures. African agents and agencies, and the voices of Herero, Nama, Damara, San, Ovambo, and other groups are vital to make sense of environmental infrastructure. The use of oral histories, defined as eyewitness accounts of contemporaries, life stories, and traditions, is without a doubt “a methodological must” when it comes to Namibian history. However, and similar to efforts regarding the transformation of nature elsewhere, the views of those at the receiving end rarely make it into the archives. Fortunately, researchers now have a tapestry of materials available to them. And so, in these sources, the multilayered and intricate voices of nature exist. Nama share their extensive knowledge tied to flora, fauna, and water networks; settlers with their camp-
fire stories\textsuperscript{50} and gossip seeped in colonial thinking tell heroic tales of pioneers fighting nature; and colonial experts point to future improvements of nature when inserting photographs displaying the damage caused by the mollusk into archival records.\textsuperscript{51} At other moments, visiting shipwrecks along the Skeleton Coast convey accounts of treacherous ocean currents; the silted-in remains of the Mole in Swakopmund capture the role of wandering sand; dry riverbeds, arid landscapes, and abandoned dams encapsulate the water question. Wearing good walking boots, to see, hear, smell, touch, and feel these factors on-site—the mighty waves of the Atlantic Ocean, the excruciating heat within desert landscapes, the remains of long-gone infrastructure—helped reveal nuances when trying to paint a multilayered picture defined by an array of protagonists. Overall then, and in line with the recent scholarship, “pursuing such an entangled history of technological infrastructure, colonialism, and the environment has immense potentials to overcome current biases and limitations, widening the scope of investigation to formerly neglected areas, topics, and actors, putting ‘classic’ theories and assumptions to the test, and retelling familiar stories with new twists to the tale.”\textsuperscript{52}

\textit{Environing Empire} is organized more or less in a chronological manner from predatory commercialism to genocidal settlement colonialism, including “phases of apathy, brutality and reform.”\textsuperscript{53} Each chapter explores human ingenuity, labor, non-human actors, and natural forces, all of which make up environmental infrastructure; sections also unpack colonial tales. Chapter 1 sets the stage by focusing on resource extraction along an environmental borderland. Objectives are twofold: to demonstrate how environmental factors framed the incorporation of the shoreline into capitalistic, administrative, and colonial structures; plus, to show how such forces eventually “entrapped” subsequent German colonial efforts. Structures to access Southwest Africa are the focus of chapter 2. As coastal towns, Angra Pequena and Swakopmund encapsulate German pains when trying to create their own entry points into the colony. The role of Great Britain as a model and adversary, African resistance, the convoluted nature of German colonial policies, and non-human agents such as Rinderpest capture the multiplicity of players at work. Chapter 3 then centers on landing structures and railways as solutions to difficulties in entering the protectorate. The construction of the Mole in Swakopmund and a rail line to Windhoek paint a picture of human ingenuity. Yet other actors such as natural circumstances are vital when trying to understand setbacks and broader consequences. Efforts to solve the water question are centered in chapter 4. A lack of drinking water was a major challenge haunting the colony throughout its existence. Here, colonial experts, and a belief in hydrology and irrigation, drive the narrative. The inclusion of silenced local knowledge, grander visions of the colony, and natural circumstances again speak to muddled agencies. Chapters 5 and 6 discuss environmental infrastructure as an instrument of war
and resistance, beginning with the initial phase of the 1904 Uprising. On top of Herero resistance, the harbor in Swakopmund begun silting in while issues with flash floods further disrupted the use of the railway. Such strains characterized the German military campaign and raised anxieties; they also shaped colonial storylines devoid of African agency. Chapter 6 stays with logistics, war, and genocide. For one, the shipworm disrupted landings in Lüderitzbucht and Swakopmund; moreover, mobile desert dunes piled on train tracks crossing the Namib Desert. Colonial narratives, the role of African labor, and the use of precolonial structures to resist German dominance are at the center. The creation of a model colony are key in chapter 7. Although debates about the future of German Southwest Africa (mining, cattle, agriculture) loomed for some time, imperial visions generally agreed when it came to access (landing structures, railways), water (wells, dams, irrigation), and (African) labor. During this time investments and subsidies in large part thanks to the discovery of diamonds brought more settlers to the colony; available funds also sustained the expansion of animal transfers and the cultivation of plants. A model settler colony for whites formed and with it a German Südwesterner (Southwest-erner) identity rooted in stories of conquering nature. A conclusion centers such tales; it also explores consequences, legacies, and continuities reaching well beyond Germany’s loss of the colony.
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